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The theoretical model proposed in [1] explains the anomalous backscattering of the

extraordinary (X) wave observed at electron cyclotron resonance (ECR) heating in tokamaks

[2] as a result of the low-threshold two-plasmon parametric decay instability transferring

substantial part of the pump power to upper-hybrid (UH) waves trapped in the vicinity of the

local density maximum. Model experiments [3, 4] performed to check this prediction have

demonstrated  strong anomalous absorption presumably related to the decay instability taking

place in a plasma filament for both the X- and O-mode pump. In the present paper we

investigate in detail the temporal evolution of anomalous absorption for these two pumps.

The plasma filament in longitudinal magnetic field of up to 45 mT is created by RF (~

27 MHz) discharge in a quartz tube (inner diameter 2.2 cm) passing through a waveguide with

a cross section of 7.2×3.4 cm2. The maximal average density of argon plasma at a pressure of

about 1-2 Pa in the filament is slightly exceeding 2×1010 cm-3 and electron temperature is

about 1 eV. Microwave pulses (power up to 200 W and duration up to 10 ms) at a frequency of

2.35 GHz significantly exceeding the ECR and UH frequencies are incident along the

waveguide onto the plasma in ordinary (O) or extraordinary (X) polarizations.

At the pump power exceeding thresholds of about 25 W (X-mode) and 30 W (O-mode)

the strong (80% and 35% of the incident power correspondingly) anomalous absorption is

observed. Three stages of absorption are identified: small collisional absorption in initial

plasma at the first stage at the pulse beginning; strong anomalous absorption leading to

electron heating and very fast growth of plasma luminosity and, finally, absorption at

increasing plasma density. Dependence of the absorption effect on the magnetic field, initial

plasma density and pump power as well as the microwave plasma emission is investigated.

The differences of anomalous absorption for both pump modes are observed and discussed.
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